Recipe for ACTION Sauce

TOTAL TIME: 9:00 AM-3:00 PM • Tuesday, November 17, 2015
LOCATION: CCC Ord Learning Center • 1514 K Street, Ord, NE
PREP WORK: Register to attend at: cyn.nebraska.edu • $25 at the door (includes lunch)

YIELD: Action, Synergism, Leveragable Capacity, Greater Influence, New Communication Skills

You have the opportunity to PICK YOUR TOMATOES and choose from dozens of resources at any given time. Only you have the power to use these resources as INGREDIENTS to create your best “Action Sauce”! Open yourself up to different communication strategies. Take action with the great ideas STEWING in your mind and heart. You have the power to choose, create and make a bold move. Discover how to take ACTION with your dream of starting or expanding a business, your idea of contributing to local communities and inventing ways to make a positive impact for those around us. Join us to CREATE and PRESERVE your “BEST RECIPE” for action!

Don’t leave your dreams on the back burner.

Registrants are encouraged to participate as a leadership team of two or more.

Dr. Denise A. Trudeau Poskas,
leadership coach with Blue Egg Leadership and SynoVation Valley Leadership Academy

Dr. Dee’s passion is the excellence of others to lead their best lives! With over 20 years of national and international teaching, coaching and training experience, she empowers individuals and organizations to create breakthrough experiences, enhance their leadership capacities and live at a higher level. Graduate degrees in Business Administration and Counseling Psychology have provided Dr. Dee with a strong foundation for making individuals, groups, and organizations increase their leadership capacities. Her PhD in Human Science and Leadership provide scholarship, research, and coaching practices that span diverse audience needs.